This paper presents an analysis of how to calculate bit error ratio (BER) with physical explanation for optically pre-amplified DPSK receivers using optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) demodulation and balanced detection. It is shown that BER calculation method for this kind of receivers is different from the conventional calculation method used widely for IM/DD receivers. An analytical relationship in receiver sensitivity between DPSK receivers using MZI demodulation with balanced detection and IM/DD receivers (or DPSK receivers using MZI demodulation and single-port detection) is given based on the Gaussian noise approximation. Our calculation method correctly predicts the 3-dB improvement of receiver sensitivity by using balanced detection over single-port detection or IM/DD receivers. This predicted 3-dB improvement by using balanced detection converges with the interpretation of the 3-dB improvement by signal constellation. Furthermore, quantum-limited DPSK receivers with MZI demodulation are also analyzed in Appendix B.
I. Introduction
Differential phase shifted keying (DPSK) is one of enabling techniques for the reduction of fiber Kerr nonlinearity in dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) fiber transmissions [1] - [3] . Moreover, DPSK combined with optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) demodulation and balanced detection (referred to DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection thereafter) provides a full optical demodulation and 3-dB improvement in receiver sensitivity over single-port detection or intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD) receivers (DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port detection is equivalent to IM/DD receivers if optically pre-amplified) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In optically pre-amplified IM/DD receivers, noise statistic with optically amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise is characterized by the Chi-square distribution [5] . The Chi-square distribution is well approximated by the Gaussian distribution, which has been widely used for IM/DD receivers [5] [6] [7] [8] . This is because ASE-ASE beat noise is only over-estimated by the Gaussian noise approximation and bit error ratio (BER) is thus slightly over-estimated by using Gaussian noise approximation. Since optical DPSK signal is converted into optical intensity modulated by MZI demodulator, the physical process of the signal and ASE noise in DPSK/MZI receivers is more close to IM/DD receivers than the conventional DPSK receivers which have electrical demodulation (consisting of an electrical time-delay and a mixer). Calculation of BER for optically pre-amplified IM/DD receivers has been well established and understood [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, calculation of BER for optically pre-amplified DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection has not been fully understood so far. In such a receiver, both bits "1" and "0" have non-zero decision currents, rather than that only bit "1" has non-zero current in IM/DD receivers. This suggests that both bits "1" and "0" are detectable in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection; and only bit "1" is detectable in IM/DD receivers in principle. Suppose that a bit "1" and a bit "0" are transmitted, and the bit "1" becomes zero-current due to some reasons in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection and IM/DD receivers. Thus, an error occurs in IM/DD receivers since bit "0" always has zero-current and bits "1" and "0" are not distinguishable. In contrast, bit "0" has non-zero current in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, and bits "1" and "0" are still possible to be distinguished. This is the physical origin of why DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection provide 3-dB advantage over single-port detection or IM/DD receivers. Therefore, the same way as for IM/DD receivers in theoretical calculation of BER for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection may not be correct [3] , [8] . Recently, we used the exact probability density function (pdf) of noise statistics in optically I is the optimal decision threshold current. It was verified that the ~3-dB improvement obtained previously in [3] [8] by using balanced detection is due to ASE-ASE beat noise in the two ports [9] , [10] .
On the other hand, noise statistics become the Gaussian if ASE-ASE beat noise is ignored, and ASE-ASE beat noise is only over-estimated by the Gaussian noise approximation in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection as in IM/DD receivers [9] . As mentioned above, ~3-dB improvement by DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection over single-port detection or IM/DD receivers as shown in [3] , [8] is due to two-port ASE-ASE beat noise, which induces the pdf shape deviated from the Gaussian distribution as shown in [9] . When signal-ASE beat noise is completely dominant (i.e. noise statistic becomes Gaussian), the ~3-dB improvement predicted in [3] , [8] [2] , [4] . Moreover, the measured 3-dB improvement by balanced detection is well explained by signal constellation comparison [3] , in which the signal energy used for error detection in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection is double of that in single-port detection. Moreover, the signal constellation can be used for the two receiver comparison only when the two receivers have the same noise statistics. In other words, it is impossible to express the ASE-ASE beat noise induced pdf difference by using signal energy as shown in [3] . Consequently, the 3-dB improvement predicted in [3] , [8] , based on the conventional calculation method of
, is not the experimentally measured 3-dB improvement in [1] [2] [3] [4] . Mathematically, the 3-dB improvement of receiver sensitivity is scaled to 3-dB Q factor only if the signal-ASE beat noise is dominating. If the predicted 3-dB in [3] , [8] which is induced by ASE-ASE beat noise is the measured 3-dB, the above scale does not hold. But this scale always holds as shown in [1] .
Recently, we proposed a calculation BER method and obtained 3-dB improvement for optically pre-amplified DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection [10] based on the Gaussian noise statistics. In this paper, we will show that how to explain and understand the calculation method of BER for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, and compare it with that for IM/DD receivers. Based on the Gaussian noise, the relationship of equivalent or effective Q-factor, for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, with Q factor for IM/DD receivers is given analytically.
II. BER calculation method
The optically pre-amplified DPSK/MZI receiver with balanced detection is shown schematically in Fig. 1 T is a bit period of the signal. The photodiode is modeled by a square-law detector with a responsivity of R and R=1 is assumed in this paper. The output current from photodiodes will pass a low-pass electrical filter (LPF) with the impulse response of ( ) t h e which is also assumed ideal and only used for noise filtering and no signal distortion induced. a is transmitted data, either "1" or "-1". For the ideal balanced detection, when bit "1" is received at the constructive port, only ASE noise shall present at the destructive port. When bit "0" is received at the destructive port, only ASE noise shall present at the constructive port. Therefore, the output currents ( ) d I t are given by [9] ( ) ( 
) denote output electric fields of signal (output ASE noise) at the constructive and destructive ports, respectively. s P is the average optical signal power. In (2) the second and third terms represent the signal-ASE beat noise and the last two terms represent the ASE-ASE beat noise from the two ports. Equation (2) can be simplified into is the signal current at the decision time, which is corresponding to the average optical signal power. Equation (3) only holds for the ideal balanced detection.
Suppose that a bit "1" and a bit "0" are transmitted. Figure 2 (a) shows the currents of bits "1" and "0" for a noise free DPSK/MZI receiver with balanced detection. For such a case, the decision threshold is set zero and no errors occur. Due to some reasons, the current of bit "0" is assumed to become positive but less than the current of bit "1" i.e. ( ) 
I t I t <
, (c) a non-deal case with the current of bit "0" 
I t n t =
for bit "0". We have already assumed that the peak power of bit "1" is twice of the average optical power and thus optical/electrical signal to noise ratio is the same in the two receivers.
( ) 1 n t is noise with the variance 2 1 σ in bit "1", consisting of signal-ASE beat noise and ASE-ASE beat noise.
( ) 0 n t is noise with the variance 2 0 σ in bit "0", consisting of ASE-ASE beat noise only. Because the currents of bits "1" and "0" both are positive with the minimum current of zero, the best reference to make decisions for both bits "1" and "0" is zero. Then, errors occur when the decision variables 
By comparing BER expressions of (4) and (5), it is seen that the expressions of BER for both bits "1" and "0" are very similar, and the only differences are the equivalent means and variances in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection and IM/DD receivers, besides that the decision threshold in DPSK/MZI receivers with ideal balanced detection is always zero, independent of the means and variances.
III. Relationship of Q factors
Since the ASE-ASE beat noise is only over-estimated by the Gaussian noise approximation in both IM/DD and DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, particularly for the last ones [9] , BER calculated by the Gaussian noise is over-estimated. However, the Gaussian noise approximation still provides us with a fair estimation of BER since signal-ASE beat noise is usually dominating and has the Gaussian noise. Therefore, we analyze Q-factor for IM/DD receivers and DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection based on the simple Gaussian noise. For IM/DD receivers, it is well known and given by 
BER BER =
rather than by the probability density
For DPSK/MZI receivers with the ideal balanced detection, the equivalent or effective Q factor is the same for bits "1" and "0", and given by It is shown by (6) that the exact 3-dB improvement of Q factor by DPSK/MZI receivers with ideal balanced detection over IM/DD receivers is achieved if only including the signal-ASE beat noise in the two receivers. For the case of ASE-ASE beat noise included, an additional improvement of ~1 dB due to ASE-ASE beat noise is obtained by using the Gaussian noise approximation for the typical receiver bandwidths, instead of ~3 dB by using the exact noise statistics given in [9] . Therefore, DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection ultimately outperform IM/DD receivers or DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port detection by exact 3 dB. In [3] the 3-dB improvement is interpreted by signal constellation. Our predicted 3-dB improvement by using balanced detection converges with the interpretation of the 3-dB improvement by signal constellation.
One serious argument is that bits "1" and "0" never appear at the same time physically, therefore BER calculation cannot be based on the conditions of ( ) ( ) only appears at the decision instant. In other words, when bit "1" is being detected bit "0" is not known and vice versa. Before we answer this argument we first review BER calculation for IM/DD receivers. It is well known that BER calculation for IM/DD receivers is based on the optimal decision threshold [5] - [8] . We also know that the optimal decision threshold is calculated by using the decision currents and variances of both bits "1" and "0" [5] - [8] . If bit "1" is being detected and bit "0" is not known, BER for IM/DD receivers cannot be calculated based on the optimal decision threshold because bit "0" is not known and it is impossible to know the optimal decision threshold. Moreover, Q-factor for IM/DD receivers is also calculated based on the optimal decision threshold. This suggests that BER and Q-factor calculations for IM/DD receivers are incorrect. However, calculated BER and Q-factor based on the optimal decision threshold for IM/DD receivers have been verified experimentally and used for tens of decades. Consequently, the understanding of which when bit "1" is being detected and bit "0" is not known and vice versa in BER calculation is incorrect.
IV. Conclusions
We have, for the first time, presented an analysis of how to calculate BER and provided physical explanation of BER calculation for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection. The simple relationship of Q factors for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection and IM/DD receivers is given based on the Gaussian noise approximation. The predicted improvement of 3-4 dB based on the Gaussian noise agrees well with the measured [1] - [4] . Moreover, our predicted 3-dB improvement has no conflict with the signal constellation. Moreover, approximated 3 dB improvement by using balanced detection with the conventional BER calculation as shown in [3] [14] is obtained from ASE-ASE beat noise rather than from the signal itself, which has conflict with 3-dB improvement explanation by the signal constellation. Therefore, the conventional BER calculation cannot be used in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection.
Appendix A: Variance of ASE-ASE beat noise
In this appendix, we analyze ASE-ASE beat noise for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection. Supposed that the optical filter before the MZI is an ideal filter, i.e. 
Thus, the equivalent noise bandwidths are given by
for the constructive port; and
for the destructive port, where b R is the bit rate.
For DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, the variance of ASE-ASE beat noise is given by bit, has been widely used for both DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port or balanced detections [3] , [4] . The above quantum limited BER was obtained for DPSK with electrical demodulation (referred to the conventional DPSK receiver thereafter), which consists of an electrical time delay line and an electrical mixer, based on Rice (bit "1") and Rayleigh (bit "0") noise statistics [12] , [13] . However, the optical MZI demodulator in DSPK/MZI receivers converts DPSK optical signal into intensity modulated before the injection to the optical photodiodes. The noise statistic of quantum noise in DPSK/MZI receivers does not have the Rice and Rayleigh probability distributions; and as a matter of fact the Gaussian/Poisson noise distribution should be used as in IM/DD receivers [6, pp.167] . Moreover, DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection could be different from DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port detection in quantum limited receiver sensitivity, because the signal energy used for error detection is different in the two detections. Consequently, it could be expected that the quantum limited BER for DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port or balanced detections may be different from that of the conventional DPSK receivers. In this Appendix, we present a quantum limited analysis for DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port or balanced detection.
B.1 Definitions of quantum-and quasi-quantum noise
When quantum noise is only considered, a small number of photons and electron-hole pairs present (i.e., the number of photons and electrons are countable). The noise statistics for DPSK/MZI receivers should follow the Poisson distribution (a discrete probability distribution) as in IM/DD receivers [6, pp.167] . As the number of photons and electrons becomes large enough, the noise statistics can be characterized by the Gaussian distribution (a continuous probability distribution). In this Appendix, quasi-quantum limited (QQL) analysis is referred if the quantum noise is considered to be the Gaussian noise, to distinguish it from the quantum limited (QL) analysis in which the quantum noise is considered to be Poisson noise. For the conventional DPSK receivers, BER expression of
[12], [13] is corresponding to our defined quasi-quantum limited analysis because the continuous Rice and Rayleigh noise statistics are used. The factor 1/2 is due to two bits. By comparing (B1) and (B2), we can find that the 3-dB quantum limited receiver sensitivity is improved by DPSKMZI receivers with balanced detection over single-port detection. On the other hand, the same quantum limited BER for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection as IM/DD receivers
B.2 Quantum limited analysis
) is obtained. This is because the two receivers use the same signal energy for error detection and also have the same total noise variance. The expression (B2) is given for the first time. It is shown that the quantum limit BERs are different for DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port or balanced detection. Therefore, it is not correct to use the expression (B1) for DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection [3] . If non-ideal photodiodes are , which has been widely used for DPSK receivers [6] , [8] , [13] , is only correct for DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port detection and the conventional DPSK receivers.
B.3 Quasi-quantum limited analysis
We now start the analysis for the quasi-quantum limited (Gaussian noise statistics) DPSK/MZI receivers. For DPSK/MZI receivers (either single-port or balanced detections), the electrical signal-to-noise ratio is the same as that in IM/DD receivers provided that the average optical power in DPSK/MZI and IM/DD receivers is the same. In (B4) the same conditions as in (B3) have been applied in the last step. By comparing (B3) and (B4), it is found that BER given by (B3) and (B4) differs from 3-dB in receiver sensitivity. In other words, 3-dB receiver sensitivity is improved by DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection over single-port detection in the quantum limit. On the other hand, DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection has the same quantum limit as IM/DD receivers, since the total signal energy and noise variance, used for error detection in DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection, is exactly the same as in IM/DD receivers. The BER expressions of (B3) and (B4) are different from the expression of [12] , [13] .
B.4 Summary
In Appendix B we have presented an analysis of DPSK/MZI receivers with single-port or balanced detections, considering the quantum noise only. We have found that 3-dB quantum limited receiver sensitivity differs between DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection and single-port detection. Moreover, DPSK/MZI receivers with balanced detection has the same quantum limit as IM/DD receivers, since the total signal energy and noise variance for error is used the exact same BER will be obtained for DPSK/MZI receivers with both single-port and balanced detection, and both receivers have 3-dB receiver sensitivity worse than IM/DD receivers. 
